
Operation Typhoon

Scenario: Panzergruppe Guderian

Here is the set up.  On the picture, I have marked the victory condition hexes (towns plus Tula).  Tula is
the blue star; the red stars mark the 5 towns important for determining the outcome of the game.

In this scenario, victory points are not used; instead, victory level is determined by the possession of 
the marked hexes after 16 turns.  A German marginal victory is awarded when the German player is the
last to occupy 4 of the 5 red star towns, OR Tula and 2 of the red star towns.  A decisive win for the 
Germans includes possessing 3 of the 5 red star towns, plus Tula, plus exiting at least 4 combat units 
off the eastern-most half of the north map edge.

Additional scenario rules of note.  The Germans are Out of Supply for the first three turns (half attack 
strength and mech movement penalty).  After three turns, the Germans rely on 3 Support points used to 
determine which of the three corps on the map will receive supplies, by die roll, for the next four turns. 
The Soviets have movement restrictions for the first three turns.



End of GT 1

All German formations are out of supply, by rule, even Supported corps. Guderian felt the need to start 
the offensive, even while still short of supplies. The 4th and 3rd Panzer divisions hit the Soviet line 
south of Tula, but the 4P was ill-prepared for the Soviet defense (pulled very low strength markers) and
an overworked regimental commander of the 33/4P wandered away from the rest of his division and 
the Soviet 220/50 Rifle and 41/50 Cavalry took advantage; the regiment was reduced to cadre strength. 
The 3P was more successful. The Soviets otherwise just shifted formations south along the front 
towards Tula.



End of GT 3

Despite all indications that his panzers were not ready, Guderian pushed ahead without supplies the 
next 2 turns. The Soviet resistance was far stronger than expected, and the Germans lost 3 tank 
battalions in unsupported attacks. The 53rd Corps infantry pushed ahead as well, but the 112th nearly 
lost an entire regiment, though the 41/50 Soviet cavalry took heavy losses.



End of GT 5

With greatly needed fuel and supplies, the panzers hit the Soviet line again. While losses were minimal,
the 3P and 4P, having lost their tank battalions, were repulsed by a single Soviet rifle division, the 21R/
49. The Soviets continued a slow walk-back from the line, to avoid engaging the now somewhat 
rejuvenated German formations, though an opportunistic counter-attack against the 17P reduced one of 
the regiments to cadre.



End of GT6

The weather for the past week has been remarkably warm, with little precipitation. German air power 
has helped the depleted panzers to push the Soviets ever so slightly further towards Moscow. However, 
the Soviet 10th Army is appearing from the southeast to shore up the defenses.



End of GT7

The 4th Panzer gets a breakthrough attack towards Venev, but the supporting attack by the 17th Panzer 
was turned back by the Soviet 41 Cavalry Division and 299 Rifle Division.  Meanwhile, the infantry of 
the 53rd Corps continued to push north.



End of GT8

The Soviets had been moving units south and east to block the push by the German armor, so Guderian 
decided that attempting an encirclement of Tula would help prevent this reallocation.  However, again 
the Soviet defenders proved too tough for the mechanized German troops.  The 154 Rifle Division 
repulsed an attack by the GDM Division and the understrength 3rd Panzer.  The 53 Corps pushed a 
little further north, toward Venev.  The German 10M Division arrives from the south and heads east, 
towards Mikhaylov this turn. In another supporting attack by the 17 Panzer, it loses it's last tank 
battalion.

End of GT9 (no photo)

Support Allocation goes very well for the Germans this turn.  They will be able to use all three Support 
Points to support the corps HQs on the board.  This is fortuitous, as the 47th Corps has arrived to 
provide a push towards Mikhaylov.  However, the newly arrived 10M Division is turned away from 
Mikhaylov, losing two steps.  The 17P and 3P have some modest success in pushing back the Soviet 
line toward Venev, but the Soviets counterattack the 3P, reducing one regiment to cadre strength.  The 
167 Infantry of 53 Corps meets its first tough resistance from the 323 Rifle and 11 Tank Divisions, 
halting their advance.



End of GT10

The 25M of the 47 Corps pushes into Mikhaylov, but the 29M is greatly reduced in a supporting attack.
The Soviets have beefed up the units facing the 53 Corps infantry, pushing them south.  With 
Mikhaylov taken, they pull back slowly to the north, farther east.



End of GT11

In the attacks against Mikhaylov, a Soviet rifle division was cut off, so the 29M attempted to finish it 
off, but again the Soviet defenders prove too difficult a target.  The Germans take a respite to 
consolidate their line, with the signs of new Soviet aggressiveness.  Too late, however, as the Soviets 
hit the 167 Infantry division and all but wipe it out.  There is now a gap in the German line that 
threatens the supply line to the 47 Panzer Corps to the east.



End of GT12

The Germans try to stop the Soviet attacks to the center of their southern front by attacking their 
supporting 11 Tank Division, successfully.  However, the Soviet rifle division are still full strength and 
push the remnants of the 17P back again.

End of Game

At this point, with new Soviet reinforcements due to arrive south of Mikhaylov, behind the German 
right, and only 4 turns left, the Germans conceded the game with a minimum Soviet Substantive 
victory.

Game Notes

An impossible scenario for the Germans to get a win, as written.  Even with suspending the normal 
Support Allocation rules for the German player, the victory conditions make it very difficult for the 



German to eke out even a marginal victory.  Tula, in particular, is a tough nut to crack; I didn’t even 
attempt it in this play-through.

The German player is entirely dependent on divisional integrity, combined arms and air support combat
shifts to make any headway against a Soviet A2 or often B2 unit, without taking negative combat 
results and losing his tank battalions.  Once the tank battalion shift is lost, the panzer divisions lose a 
lot of their teeth.  The infantry can be effective (2 A3 regiments and 1 A2), but must stay together for 
the divisional integrity shift. Remember, only ONE regiment in a stack may contribute to a combat; so 
if you spread out the infantry regiments for coverage and maximizing available firepower, you lose the 
divisional integrity, as all THREE regiments must be adjacent to the target of the attack.

The weather in this scenario is mostly a non-factor, though the Normal ground condition does 
definitely limit the mobility of your panzer divisions.  I encountered only one Stream Freeze condition, 
which was one of only three or four Freeze conditions in the 12 turns played.  I had no precipitation, so 
no Snow conditions.  Air support was limited for nearly half the turns played with Overcast conditions; 
this situation, in conjunction with the early loss of tank battalions and combined arms shifts, severely 
reduced the Germans offensive capabilities.

A quick perusal of the distribution of strength markers on both sides reveals the truth of the German 
reliance on combat shifts for offensive operations:
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